XXL3

THE GRAND XXL3
The new Dreamoc XXL3 is our largest holographic display and the
perfect choice for creating those memorable mixed reality experiences
in larger settings such as malls, museums and big trade fairs with lots of
other parties demanding attention from the audience. With full 4-sided
visibility this display gives the viewers a chance to be dazzled by your
holographic content from all viewing angles.

CREATE ATTENTION THROUGH SENSORY AWARENESS
All four sides of the Dreamoc XXL3 are fitted with safety laminated
7mm CrystallineTM optics, granting your audience a clear and vivid view
of the hologram and whatever item you choose to place inside. The
combination of full HD video along with physical items inside the display
has a powerful and jaw-dropping effect, and will be sure to engage the
viewers and enhance their brand experience.
The XXL3 features built-in speakers and, if needed, it is easily connected
to your own external sound system allowing you to crank up the volume
or make an impact with directed sound effects. Furthermore, you can
choose between 4 exclusive colors at no extra cost, to match specific
guidelines, campaign elements or brand environment details.

READY FOR TRAVEL
The Dreamoc XXL3 is made for a life of changing scenes, which is why it
comes in sturdy flightcases to keep it safe on the road. It is easily assembled and disassembled for ideal use in many different venues, whether it
is to be showing off your brand at competitive trade shows or leaving a
grand impression on an audience in a mall.

A LOT OF WOW WITH JUST A LITTLE WORK
The XXL3 is made for continuous use and is very low in maintenance,
as it will run up to 30.000 hours before needing any service. In other
words, this means a lot of effect with very little effort from you. In
every detail this display is built to be incredibly reliable and create
maximum impact.
The XXL3 is so large that it can house items of up to three feet across
and almost 2 feet in height giving you the opportunity to play around

ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE

and place bigger or multiple items to be enhanced by the vivid holo-

The sheer size is what makes the XXL3 perfect for key installations in

graphic content.

museums or other educational institutions, since it allows for highlighting
those very special items and make good use of the interactive possibilities.
Giving the audience the chance to change and interact with the hologram, will engage your audience and provide lasting impressions. And
because it’s mixed reality, the options are almost endless – let your audience change the colour of an item, battle other bystanders in a game, or
whatever you can come up with that fits into the story you are telling.

HIGHLIGHTED NEW FEATURES
See complete factsheet here
Completely rebuilt picture engine – New and vastly
improved picture engine that comes preassembled and

Energy efficient - Up to 85% reduction in power consumption compared to previous model

boosts an impressive 4 x 43” Full HD LED screens. This
means continuous usage with very low maintenance,

Simplified construction – Improved design and fewer parts

built-in speakers and incredibly vivid image quality.

allows for much faster assembly time.
		

Safety laminated 7mm Crystalline Optics - Higher clarity,

New exclusive colors – choose between 4 sleek colors at

more brightness and increased durability.

no extra cost. Additional colors available on request.

tm

Suggested retail price: $ 39.999
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